New Things

FALL JOB FAIR

The 2021 Fall Job Fair took place virtually on September 9th. We had over 40 employers in attendance. Click here to see the list of employers who attended. If you missed the Fall Job Fair, stay tuned for announcements regarding our Spring Job Fair in early 2022.

SEOS

SEOS (Student Employment Office System) is the new system of record for the Federal Work-Study Program (FWSP) referral cards and earnings. Now you will be able to track your earnings for each position and update your job ceilings when you need to. For instructions on how to complete referral cards using SEOS please visit https://seo.harvard.edu/how-complete-referral-card. If you have any questions please feel free to email Seofwsp@fas.harvard.edu

THE RADCLIFFE RESEARCH PROGRAM

The Radcliffe Research Program is accepting applications for a few remaining projects. Visit https://www.radcliffe.harvard.edu/opportunities-for-students/radcliffe-research-partnership-opportunities for a list of open research partnership opportunities. RRP provide ways for you to build your professional network and be mentored in a field of your choice.
WANT TO BE FEATURED IN THE NEWSLETTER?

1) Fill out the Student Employee Spotlight Form.

2) Sign up for our mailing list so that you don't miss the issue you are featured in. If you want to see what it would look like, please see our September newsletter.

NEW JOB LISTINGS

Harvard Business School
HBS Teaching Assistant: Data Science
Contact: Laura Glass
lglass@hbs.edu

Harvard Kennedy School
Research Assistant
Contact: Wendy Wyatt
wendy_wyatt@harvard.edu

Harvard Center for Middle Eastern Studies (CMES)
Administrative & Research Support for CMES Academic Programs
Contact: Lauren Montague
montague@fas.harvard.edu

Harvard Libraries
Houghton Library
Digital Programs Assistant
Contact: Lewis Day
lewis_day@harvard.edu

Want to see more positions? New part-time opportunities are posted daily! Learn more about using our jobs database by clicking here.